
Planetary motions:  Kepler’s Laws



Which best describes Earth’s movement in 

the solar system?

A. Earth revolves around the Sun in a perfect circle.

B. The Sun revolves around the Earth.

C. Earth revolves around the Sun in an elliptical path.
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Earth orbits the Sun in an elliptical 
path, but that path is very close to 
circular.



• 1) All planets orbit in ellipses, with the Sun at one focus. 
• Semi-major axis (a) describes half of the long axis of a planet’s orbit; 

• c = half of the separation of the ellipse’s two focii.

• Eccentricity (e) describes how non-circular an orbit is:        

• 0 = perfect circle, closer to 1 means skinnier oval.

• Perihelion = closest part of an orbit to the Sun; 

• Apehelion = farthest part of an orbit from the Sun; 
• 2) In its orbit, a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times. 

1st law ---- Demo with string, 

http://astro.unl.edu/classaction/animati

ons/renaissance/ellipsedemo.html

Kepler’s Three Laws of Planetary Orbits

http://astro.unl.edu/classaction/animations/renaissance/ellipsedemo.html


Planets in our solar system have low eccentricity orbits that are hard to distinguish from perfect 
circles.  Comets have much higher eccentricities, where the ellipsoidal nature of their orbits is easier 
to see.



The 
exception?  
Pluto!



Kepler’s Three Laws of Planetary Orbits

• 1) All planets orbit in ellipses, with the Sun at one focus.

• 2) In its orbit, a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times. 
• When a planet is in the part of its orbit that is closer to the Sun, it moves more quickly.

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-JN5bFXNnsVo/UJVznVIii_I/AAAAAAAAA5c/lnOyxLNbJfk/s1600/kepler2law.JPG

• 3) Planets’ orbital periods increase with the semi-major axis of the orbit.
• Planets that are farther from the Sun have larger orb Let’s do an astronomy simulation
•

http://astro.unl.edu/interactives/kepler/KeplerSecon
dLaw.htmlperiods

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-JN5bFXNnsVo/UJVznVIii_I/AAAAAAAAA5c/lnOyxLNbJfk/s1600/kepler2law.JPG
http://astro.unl.edu/interactives/kepler/KeplerSecondLaw.htmlperiods


Kepler’s 2nd Law: Quick Poll Questions

1. Which one of the planet’s orbital 
segments will last as long as the 
time it takes for the planet to sweep
through the arc ‘A’?

A. Can’t be determined

B. Arc B

C. Arc C

D. Arc D
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Kepler’s Three Laws of Planetary Orbits 
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kepler.html

• 1) All planets orbit in ellipses, with the Sun at one focus.

• 2) In its orbit, a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times. 
• When a planet is in the part of its orbit that is closer to the Sun, it moves more quickly.

• 3) Planets’ orbital periods increase with the semi-major axis of the orbit.
• Planets that are farther from the Sun have larger orbital periods.

• 3rd law…..

• http://astro.unl.edu/classaction/animations/renaissance/keplers_third.html

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/kepler.html
http://astro.unl.edu/classaction/animations/renaissance/keplers_third.html


Orbital Properties of Solar System Bodies

• Table courtesy AstronomyNotes.com (http://www.astronomynotes.com/tables/tablesb.htm)

- Note use of the Astronomical Unit: 1.5 x 108 km

http://www.astronomynotes.com/tables/tablesb.htm


Orbital Properties of Solar System Bodies

• Figure courtesy TeachAstronomy.com (http://www.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws)

- Note units: Periods in years, semi-major axis in AUs.

http://www.teachastronomy.com/astropedia/article/Keplers-Laws


Orbital Properties of Solar System Bodies

• Figure courtesy Prof. Kenneth Lang @ Tufts University 
(http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/view_picture.asp?id=929)

- Note units (Periods in years, semi-major axis in AUs) 
and different scales for planets & Jupiter’s moons. 

For both planets & Jupiter’s moons –
following the same law, just with 
different constants involved!

http://ase.tufts.edu/cosmos/view_picture.asp?id=929


Kepler’s Three Laws of Planetary Orbits

• 1) All planets orbit in ellipses, with the Sun at one focus.

• 2) In its orbit, a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times. 
• When a planet is in the part of its orbit that is closer to the Sun, it moves 

more quickly.

• 3) Planets’ orbital periods increase with the semi-major axis of the orbit.
• Planets that are farther from the Sun have larger orbital periods.



FOR FRIDAY:

• I will post the next group activity this evening
• Please read through it before class on Friday

• I will provide you with handouts for your groups in class

• The next homework is posted and is due by 11PM Friday night; Late 
assignments will not be accepted
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ROOM MAPS:  Please sit in the seats assigned to your group.

Group Assignments



Activity 6: Working with Kepler’s Laws
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Pre-6.1: Kepler’s first law states that the orbits of the 
planets are

a. always perfectly circular with the Sun in the 
center.

b. ellipses with the Sun in the center.

c. ellipses with Earth at one of the foci.

d. ellipses with the Sun at one of the foci.

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 20
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Pre-6.2: Kepler’s second law states or implies that 
while traveling in their orbits, the planets

a. sweep out equal areas in equal times.

b. move fastest when they are the closest to the 
Sun.

c. move slowest when they are the farthest from the 
Sun. 

d. All of these answers are correct

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 22
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Pre-6.3: Kepler’s third law tells us that

a. there is a correlation between a planet’s distance from 
the Sun and the period of its orbit.

b. there is the possibility that there is a tenth planet that 
can be discovered by measuring its orbit.

c. there is a relationship among the distances of the 
planets from the Sun and the number of moons they 
have.

d. a planet at a given distance from the Sun would have 
a different orbital period if its orbit were more 
eccentric.

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 24
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Activity 6: Working with Kepler’s Laws

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 26

• Do as many steps as you can in a 
group

• Turn in one set of solutions per 
group

• Make sure to have your group 
name and the first and last 
names of all group members 
present



Post-6.1: The difference between the semimajor axis 
and the minor axis is 

a. the semimajor axis is always much longer.

b. determined by the eccentricity of the ellipse.

c. the minor axis of an orbit can’t usually be 
measured.

d. None of these answers is correct

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 27
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Post-6.2: As a planet orbits the Sun in a noncircular 
orbit, it will slow down as it moves away from the Sun 
and speed up as it moves toward the Sun.  A more 
physical way of stating this motion is that the planet

a. decelerates during half of its orbit and accelerates 
during the other half.

b. is not accelerated when it is the closest to the Sun or 
when it is at its farthest distance.

c. stays in its orbit due to the Sun’s gravitational pull.

d. slows down and speeds up during only a small 
fraction of its time in orbit.

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 29
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Post-6.3: Kepler’s third law means that all orbits with 
the same semimajor axis have the same period. This 
applies to both perfectly circular orbits and highly 
eccentric ones because

a. Kepler’s laws have been repeatedly tested and found 
to be true for all orbital eccentricities.

b. the speeding up and slowing down of the planet in 
the eccentric orbit offsets the constant motion of the 
planet in the circular orbit.

c. the masses of the planets are all approximately the 
same no matter what the shapes of their orbits are.

d. the Sun is so much more massive than all of the rest 
of the Solar System bodies combined.

©2014 W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 31
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Post-6.4: Jupiter’s present orbital period is 11.6 years.  Jupiter is 318 
times more massive than Earth.  If Jupiter were moved to Earth’s 
orbit, how long would Jupiter’s orbital period be?

a. 1 year

b. 5.8 years

c. 11.6 years

d. 0.12 years

33
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This concludes Activity 6: Working with 
Kepler’s Laws
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